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Abstract: In a generalized way, describing an image is called as image captioning. As a human being it is easy for us to look at a
scene/image and describe it in depth with all the details needed to be mentioned and spatial connectivity between the objects and
entities. For a machine to deal with images is itself a huge task and to deal with all the fine details within an image needs lots of
techniques to be dealt with. In this paper we are going to have the overview of multiple methods which were invented and
growing day by day so as to make the task of image captioning easier. Since it deals with images and sentences we are going to
view the techniques needed to handle computer vision and natural language processing. To describe images we are going to
study the deep learning methods.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this research is to introduce all the new algorithms and concepts related with field of CVPR (Computer Vision
and Pattern Recognition). So as to make all the relevant information available at one place. Image captioning is one of the
interesting area in Artificial Intelligence . This deals with understanding and recognizing the objects and their correlation. To
identify the objects within the images, need to obtain image features. Before getting introduced with Deep machine learning
methods, image features were retrieved using Traditional machine learning methods.
In traditional machine learning methods, hand crafted features Local Binary Patterns (LBP), the Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG), the Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT) and the combination of such features are widely used. In these techniques
features are extracted from input data and then passed to the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to classify the objects.
In Deep machine learning techniques, basically CNN and RNN are used for image captioning purpose. In which CNN i.e.
Convolutional Neural Networks are used to deal with images for image recognition and object classification. And RNN (Recurrent
Neural Networks) are used to deal with the caption part i.e. text to be generated for the corresponding image. CNNs are used for
feature learning followed by softmax as classifier and then RNN used for natural language processing. CNN and RNN are the two
models dealing with different entities images and text respectively and combining them is necessary so as to relate the entities
within images and words within description, this is carried out through multimodal embedding.
In further sections we will overview the overall procedure for image captioning, the datasets on which models could be trained, the
neural network and other approaches followed as the core of image captioning task and the metrics on which accuracy is measured.
II.
PROCESS OF IMAGE CAPTIONING
The process generally followed to generate the textual description of images is a follows:
1) Dataset: As the initial thing we need to collect a dataset containing number of images with their descriptions which will be
provided as input data to train the model. We will see different datasets which are freely available for educational purposes.
2) Preprocessing: To make the dataset available for training the model, dataset must be in a defined input format like <image_id,
caption> or any other desired form. As image data and text data are not compatible so they are converted in vector format for
training purpose and other operations.
3) Training: As the model is generated, the model should be trained against the dataset to understand the regional and syntactical
correspondences between images and captions. So whichever dataset is used more than half of entries are used for training
purposes. Training can be repeated to make the model learn to generate the desired description of
4) Testing: Once the model is trained against dataset, the model must be evaluated with the dataset which has not seen by the
model before. Accuracy of model is confirmed if for test images, it generates the captions which were mentioned in the dataset.
5) Generate New Captions: Now as we have the completely ready model which is also evaluated on test dataset, is ready to
generate the captions for entirely new images.
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III.
RELATED WORK
A. Datasets Used
Machine learning is a method of analyzing data to build a neural network model. We use Machine Learning Algorithms to
iteratively learn from data [1]. There are many datasets used for training purpose. The pre-trained models again go under training for
better accuracy. Following are few datasets which provides wide amount image-sentence pairs among which few are dedicated for
training purpose and rest are for testing/ evaluating purpose. Following are the few datasets used.
1) MSCOCO Dataset: MSCOCO is a large dataset used for object detection, caption generation. The Microsoft COCO dataset
contain 82,783 training images and 40,504 validation images, each with 5 descriptions.
2) Flickr8k Dataset: Flickr8k dataset is a dataset used for training the model which will be used as image to sentence descriptor.
This contains a total of 8000 images with 5 descriptions for each image. Among which dedicated 6000 are used for training,
1000 are used for development and the rest 1000 are used for testing purpose.
3) Flickr30k Dataset: It has become a benchmark for image description. Dataset presents Flickr30k entities, which have captions
from flickr30k with 244k chains, linking existence of same entities across different captions for the same image, and associating
them with 276k annotated bounding boxes. Annotations of this type are necessary for continuous progress in automatic image
description and grounded language understanding.
4) Conceptual Captions: This is the latest dataset and could be the challenge for image captioning. As this Conceptual Captions, a
new dataset consist of about 3.3 million image-caption pairs that are formed with the use of billions of web pages on which
image features’ extraction and filtering of those features is performed.
5) ImageNet Dataset: ImageNet is a dataset which is organized according to wordNet hierarchy. WordNet contain near about
100,000 phrases and for these many phrases ImageNet provided around 1000 images on an average to illustrate a single phrase.
B. Methodologies Used
Image Captioning is the task of describing a given image in terms of entities present within the images, their correlation, and the
semantically accurate textual description of that image. And dealing with two completely different entities i.e images and text, we
need to convert them into some comparable form in which their ranks will be compared based on same data type. Both are needed to
convert into vectors. So one of the mechanisms is Encoder-Decoder. Another one is Attention Mechanism which mainly focuses on
replicating natural human behavior. Once image is seen, people think before summarizing an image paying attention to specific
object/region within an image and form the sentence keeping focus on that object. The same approach is used in attention model. It
can be carried out in top-down and bottom-up approach but top-down approach is used most of the time since it gives more
accuracy, in such a way that results produced with machine and human are similar.[8] The two keywords are trending now-a-days
with reference to image captioning are Novel and Semantics. These keywords are important in solving the challenge which is: to
generate the textual descriptions which are not distinguishable from human written ones. Implementing Semantics [2] in image
captioning system means to impose sentiments into the system. Novel objects must be included for the expansion of scenarios. As
the core part of image captioning using deep learning methods RCNN (Region based CNN) and BRNN (Bidirectional RNN) play a
vital role in aligning visual data to descriptions to be semantically correct.
1) Convolutional Neural Network: Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) is one of the main categories of neural networks
which deals with the image classification, object detection, image recognition, etc. CNN acts as an encoder part in encoderdecoder mechanism. Suppose we are using CNN for image classification there are multiple layers which forms CNN model
which are convolution layer with filters for feature extraction (convolution + ReLU), Pooling layer, Fully Connected layer and
the softmax function to classify the object. The RCNN stands for region based CNN is the CNN focusing on regions of objects
within the image.

Figure 1 Complete CNN Architecture[11]
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2) Convolution Layer: This layer contains one more layer with it which is ReLU i.e Rectified Linear Unit. Convolution layer and
ReLU layer are used for extracting features like color, edges. This layer helps in identifying different features (such as
performing blurring, sharpening operations) of images using different filters. And ReLU is a non-linear operation, intending to
introduce non-linearity in our ConvNet, Since the real world data would want ConvNet to learn only about positive values.
Feature map is generated at the end and is input to the next layer.
3) Pooling Layer: Pooling layer reduces the number of parameters when dealing with large images. Spatial Pooling is also called
sub-sampling or down-sampling. Max Pooling, average pooling, sum pooling are the types of spatial pooling. In max pooling,
the maximum of all the parameter values is passed to the next layer. Taking average of all elements of feature map is average
pooling. Adding all the elements result in sum pooling.
4) Fully Connected Layer: The output of previous layer is flattened and a vector is generated. Then softmax or sigmoid functions
[3] which are activation functions are applied on vectors for further classification of images. There are many CNNs developed
with very few differences in each but have all the layers above in common. Following are the few CNNs used for feature
extraction:
a) VGG-16 Net[9];
b) ResNet;
c) GoogleNet;
d) AlexNet;
e) DenseNet.
5) Recurrent Neural Network: RNNs are the neural networks developed to make use of sequential information. As RNNs deal
with sentence formation in which next word is predicted based on the previous word. This task is repeated for all elements until
the complete sentence is formed that is the reason this neural network is recurrent. Multimodal RNN used to generate novel
image captions.[7]

Figure 2 LSTM Model combined with a CNN image embedder [12]
6) LSTM (Long Short Term Memory): It is a special kind of RNN, capable of learning Long-term dependencies. LSTMs have a
nature of remembering information for a longer period of time. A L.S.T.M network follows the pre-trained VGG16. The
L.S.T.M network is used for language generation.[13]
C. Evaluation Metrics
How could one measure the success of any machine learning model? Depending only on accuracy of model may lead to poor
predictions when model is deployed on unseen data. So, evaluation metrics are bind to machine learning tasks. There are different
metrics for different machine learning tasks like classification, regression, clustering, etc. The basic task behind using all the metrics
is to measure the similarity between machine generated and human generated sentences. Some evaluation metrics used to calculate
the score as follows:
1) BLEU [4]: (Bilingual evaluation Understudy) is an algorithm to evaluate the quality of the generated text. Quality in terms of
comparing machine generated text and human generated text. The closer the two texts are the more will be the BLEU score. It
is one of the first metric attaining high correlations. This is the precision based.
2) Meteor: (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering) it is a metric to evaluate machine translation output.
This metric is based on the phenomena of harmonic mean of unigram precision and recall, where recall has higher weight than
precision.
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3) Rouge: (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) it is a set of metrics to evaluate automatic text summarization.
This is the recall based metric.
4) CIDEr: (Consensus based Image Description Evaluation) this measures the closeness of machine generated sentence against the
one by human. Using sentence harmony, this metric identifies the notions like saliency, precision and recall.[5]
IV.
CONCLUSION
Image Captioning is a kind of field of study which is like never ending process as it gets improved with better algorithms and vast
amount of data used for training the model. There are many articles which provide lot information. This paper tries to summarize all
of those papers or all of the things which come in discussion when talking about image captioning. And there is always scope for
improvement. We hope this paper could help other aspirants with the newest information to image captioning and introduce all the
aspects of it.
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